ASTROLOGY

Common Signs—
Pisces
ISCES IS THE LAST of the twelve
signs, and the twelfth house is correspondent with it in the horoscope. The
twelfth house is the house of sorrow
and self-undoing, also the house denoting prisons, asylums, hospitals or other places
where man may be confined, either in the course of
his ordinary vocation in life or else against his will.
The twelfth house also denotes karmic liabilities, hidden forces, repressions, neuroses, and destiny. In this house are indicated our involuntary
responsibilities—those which demand our attention whether we want them or not. The responsibilities that we meet here are often those which we
voluntarily took upon ourselves in the past but
failed to bring to a successful conclusion and
which now clamor for fulfillment. The planets in
the twelfth house will indicate such relation, and
their aspects will show whether we are successful
or the reverse in vocations through things denoted
by this house.
When the Ascendant of a person is in doubt and
the place in the zodiac which seems to fit nearest
brings the Sun into the twelfth house, the writer
has often found that the exact Ascendant may be
ascertained by asking the person if his childhood
was clouded by poverty of the parents and consequent limitation for a number of years just after
birth. This, in cases where it has been found that all
other events fit in the horoscope, proved a successful method of determining the true Ascendant; so
that the number of degrees from the Ascendant to
the Sun, the latter located in the twelfth house,
would indicate the years of privation in some form,
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Byzantine mosaic, c. 520, Sant’ Apollinare Nuovo, Ravenna, Italy

The Last Supper
The traditional paschal lamb is here replaced by two fish symbolizing the cosmic sacrifice of Him Who, inaugurating the
Piscean dispensation, was signified by the Greek word for fish,
ICHTHUS (IXQYS), containing the initials of the words Jesus
Christ, Son of God, Savior (Iesos Christos, Theou Yios, Soter).

for the twelfth house makes for limitation in that
respect, especially when the Sun is there at birth.
When the Sun by progression has passed
through the twelfth house and comes into the
Ascendant, things begin to brighten up for the person involved, and when in time it passes through
the second house he will have a period of financial
success; but as stated, the Sun in the twelfth
house, just above the Ascendant, usually makes a
very poor home for the child during the early days
of life. If Pisces is on the twelfth house and the
Moon is there at birth, this will also give a liability on the part of the parents to drink, and thus
neglect their children; but it will not make for success in later life as the Sun does. This position also
indicates a love of introspection and a need for
occasional retreat from the confusion and bustle
of the world.
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When many planets are in Pisces,
the person will have a hard life,
because he will not want to take up
his life’s burden, but will love to
dream. Some become recluses;
they seek to master the hidden arts,
occultism and mysticism; they are
not guided by reason, but rather by
their likes and dislikes, and unless
they can find an occupation in a
hospital or some institution that is
otherwise isolated from the ordinary business and trend of life, they
will feel out of place. They are
prone to incur the enmity of people
with whom they come in contact
intimately; nobody seems to get
along with them, and everybody,
whether they show it or not, will
Detail from planisphere of constellations, Johannes Hevelius (1611-1689), New York Public Library
take a dislike to them.
Pisces
Pisces is a watery sign, and peoThe two fish of Pisces, imaginatively tied by stellar bands, swim at right angles to
ple who have that sign invested each other, one on and parallel to the equator, the other headed north and bisected
with many planets, particularly if by the tropic of Cancer. Pegasus, Cetus, and Andromeda are adjacent constellations.
Pisces is also in the twelfth house
and on the Ascendant, may be found unstable Saturn, on the twelfth house, when that is invested
because the sensitivity of the Water signs is so by a number of planets gives unusual abilities as a
great and their vulnerability to hurt so pronounced detective or in secret diplomatic work.
The symbol of the sign Pisces, the two fishes,
that if the emotional reactions are uncontrolled and
channeled improperly it can lead to a state of emo- points to the Great Deep, that place of mystery.
tional instability. Even the hardest knocks of life, The sign Pisces, as well as its replica in the horothe fact that they are shunned by everybody and scope, the twelfth house, are therefore houses and
have no friends, will seldom make them see that signs of mystery, and any number of planets there,
they are to blame and should try to mend their in either the twelfth house or in Pisces, will invariways. Development of the will to control the envi- ably give a love of mystery as already stated; but
whether that love of mystery expresses itself on the
ronment must be cultivated.
This delineation, of course, supposes that the higher or lower plane depends entirely upon the
planets in Pisces and the twelfth house are aspect. Neptune and Uranus in the twelfth house
unaspected or afflicted. If they are well aspected, are particularly favorable to those who want to
and especially if the beneficent aspect comes from study or come into contact with the invisible
the Midheaven or ninth house, the person will gain world; but the square aspect naturally has the tensuccess in the line of work indicated by the dency to attract undesirable entities and to lead the
native into dangerous channels.
twelfth-house prisons, hospitals, asylums, and
If Neptune and Uranus are square, or in Pisces or
other institutions where those who are unfortunate
the twelfth house squared by Saturn or Mars, we
are dealt with. But he will be then in authority over
them or as a worker for humanity on a large scale, have a condition which is extremely favorable to
one who is actuated by philanthropy rather than a mediumship. We should remember, however, that
desire for gain. Capricorn, the sign of the subtle spirits are not good merely because they have
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OCEANSIDE
How many surges of foam at my feet
As a breaker’s last passion expires;
How many fountains of salt-diamond spray
Like a flame of primordial fires;
How many vistas of purple and gold
From the sun’s bright and westering way;
How many steps may I print in the sand
‘Ere the sands of my time have their day?

Ah, the gift that is mine from His heavenly grace
To view with terrestrial eyes
The nearly celestial montage of this scene,
With the infinite breadth of the skies—
Caught fast in the cadented watch-work of time
As I muse by this metronomed shore,
While the tick and the tock of eternity’s clock
Brings that instant when time will be o’er.

How many moon-molten surfs will I see
With their liquid of silver and star?
How many dawns with their ominous gray
As the stubborn fog clings to the bar,
Then yields to the gold of that conquering orb,
Which ascends with Promethian fire,
To burnish a seascape of billow and cloud
Into castle, cathedral, and spire?

The “when” of that instant I cannot now know,
As I know not the depths of the sea.
The mist-mantled future I only surmise
‘Til the final wave breaks upon me.
The “whence” of that instant is lighted and clear,
Like the unclouded rays on the sand.
Like a sea eagle to heaven’s fair shore
I shall soar to that bright, sunlit land.

Before that glad instant when faith becomes sight,
When we rise to the glory supreme,
I shall work to the utmost, unceasingly pray,
Speaking ever this transporting theme—
That Christ by his grace and the blood of the cross
Gives salvation and life to His own
Beyond these fair shores to rule ever with Him
Who will reign from His glorified throne.
—Dave Breese
passed out of this world into a realm where they
cannot be seen by physical eyes. There they have
so much greater scope for deception than here, if
such be their inclination, and they certainly dupe
their victims in a most outrageous manner, sometimes ruining the victim’s whole life. Therefore, any
person having the square aspect of these planets
should be more than ordinarily careful, bearing in
mind that when it comes to Pisces or the twelfth
house this danger is particularly strong and should
be very carefully guarded against. Such a one should
never go to seances or come into private circles
where people play with fire, for he will certainly be
burned and perhaps beyond recovery for many lives.
If Jupiter or Venus is found in the twelfth house,
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it also will give a love of occult investigation, and
so will the Sun; but they will have a beneficent
effect, particularly if they are well aspected, and
there will not be as much danger with a well
aspected Jupiter, Venus, or Sun in the twelfth
house as with Uranus, Neptune, Saturn, or Mars
there. The twelfth house is the house placement of
Venus’ exaltation, and encourages the fulfillment
of responsibilities in a sacrificial manner without
regard for personal comforts and desires, thereby
augmenting inner resources and contentment.
Venus in the twelfth house can also indicate platonic or clandestine romance. If in conjunction
with Neptune or Saturn, there is a great tendency
for that person to go wrong. However, this aspect
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makes the native almost immune from discovery.
Uranus and Mars in the twelfth house bring
injury and persecution. That of course will be
because he will provoke such action from others,
for Mars is not an angel by any means. Saturn in
the twelfth house makes secret enemies, who strike
from ambush and are difficult if not impossible to
reach. Those who have the latter degrees of
Capricorn rising or the first degrees of Aquarius—
which brings Capricorn in the twelfth house—
even though there is no planet in Capricorn or in
the twelfth house, will also find themselves subject
to this malicious slander, and find it difficult to get
at the source, for Capricorn is a saturnine sign and
Saturn never gives his victims a chance to refute.
Saturn in the twelfth house or in Pisces makes
people worry and fear something that never happens. So do Uranus and Neptune—they are even
more weird in their imaginings. The hallucinations
they produce when afflicted very often lead to that
aspect of delusion where the subjects imagine
themselves being pursued by certain inimical
forces, visible or invisible according to the aspect.
Even in their greatest joys they always harbor a
fear that something unforeseen may happen, that
some evil force is pursuing.
When Mercury is in the twelfth house or in
Pisces, especially if well aspected, the person then
born will know without having need of study; he
will be versatile in the extreme, always having a
fund of information on whatever subject may be
brought up. This is especially the case if Mercury
is between the Sun and Midheaven: that is to say
when he goes before the Sun, rises earlier than this
luminary, for then all the light that is in the Spirit
seems to shine out and the person is intellectually
bright. Under favorable aspects, as said, this will
help to make him valuable in many lines of work;
he is liable to be at the head of some research
work, for he will be ingenious. Chemists of great
ability have been produced under this aspect, for
such persons have a faculty for going into the most
minute detail of things which are microscopic and
unimportant to others.
Mercury in Pisces or the twelfth house, hampered by bad aspects, particularly from Saturn
and from Mars, also when combust in the twelfth
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house and behind the Sun (that is to say when it
rises after the Sun), will cloud the mind and may
result in mental illness. This affliction of the
mind will differ, of course, according to the way
Mercury is aspected. If it is by Mars or Uranus
the native will be violent in the extreme; if by
Saturn it will be more a melancholia or some such
form of dementia. It is certain that whatever the
nature, some form of limitation will hamper the
Spirit, for the twelfth house is the house of limitation, of confinement, and so also is Pisces.
Deafness is also the result of these configurations—of Mercury especially, combust, in Pisces,
in the twelfth house, and afflicted by Saturn, for
by deafness the Spirit is in a great measure confined and hampered in its communication with
the outside world; hence the affinity of deafness
with twelfth house conditions.
It is very noteworthy that the Common signs,
Gemini, Sagittarius, Virgo, and Pisces are particularly the channels through which mankind is
afflicted by mental debilities, for the keyword of
the Common signs is flexibility; the Cardinal signs
have so much more virility, they give such an infusion of life that the native who is born normal does
not easily become subject to dementia. The Fixed
signs also have a tenacious hold upon all the faculties to the very last, but those who have Common
signs invested with many planets, also when the
Common signs are on the Angles, are vacillating
and prone to be capsized by the gales upon the
ocean of life.
There is, however, a higher side to Pisces. The
person who finds himself with Pisces on the
Ascendant is at the end of one cycle of progress
and at the beginning of a new. He stands, as it
were, upon the threshold of something higher.
Therefore, he is usually not able to live up to the
possibilities of this sign which requires selfsacrifice and non-resistance in absolutely Christlike fashion. The tendency is therefore to drift
upon the sea of life and dream dreams of future
greatness. This tendency must be counteracted by
every effort of the will, for otherwise life will be a
failure, and later the stern whip of necessity will be
applied to goad him into action.
❐
—Max Heindel
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